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INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a subnormal operator, introduced by Halmos [4], has lead 
to the study of restrictions to invariant subspaces of many other kinds of 
operators. Saffern [14] studied subscalar operators on Hilbert spaces, 
C. Ionescu Tulcea on Banach spaces [5,6], and Simpson 1151 on locally 
convex spaces. Dowson [2] considered subspectral operators on Banach 
spaces. 
The author has recently generalized the operators of Foias [3], Maeda [9- 
111, and Kantorovitz [g]. In this paper we will study restrictions of these 
operators to invariant subspaces. In Section 1 we generalize a theorem of 
C. Ionescu Tulcea [5] which theorem we then apply in Section 2 to character- 
ize the generalized subscalar operators. In Section 3 we consider strong limits 
of generalized scalar operators and conditions under which every generalized 
subscalar operator is a generalized scalar operator. 
We will use the terminology and notation of Bourbaki. The symbol N 
will denote the set (0, I,2 ,... >, N* the set (1, 2, 3 ,... ), R the set of real num- 
bers, R2 or C the Euclidean (complex) plane, and T1 the unit circle in R2 
considered as a one-dimensional manifold. For any topological space S, 
52(S) will denote the set of all compact subsets of S; we also set R = Sl(Rz). 
For r EN*, let B(r) = {z E C : / z 1 < r}; note that B(Y) E R. If X is a 
locally compact space, Cm(X) is the Banach algebra of bounded, complex- 
valued, continuous functions on X, C,(X) is the subalgebra of Cm(X) con- 
sisting of those functions which vanish at infinity, and ,X(X) is the sub- 
algebra of functions with compact support. 
All vectors spaces will be over the complex field C. If E and F are vector 
spaces, each endowed with a topology, let 8(E, F) be the set of continuous 
linear mappings of E into F. Whenever E and F are normed spaces, S’(E, F) 
will be assumed to have the uniform (norm) topology. P’(E) (= Li?(E, E)) is a 
* Some of the results of this paper were originally obtained, in less general form, by 
C. Ionescu Tulcea and the author [7]. 
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Banach algebra with unit I. The image of x E .!? under 5’ E E’ (= s(E, C)) is 
denoted by (x, .v’,\. The natural homomorphism v  : E + E’ (= (E’)‘) is 
defined by the equations (x‘, V(X)> = (x, x’j for .s E E, x’ E E’. 
Let E be a Banach space and 7’ E P(E). The resokxnt set, p(T), of T is the 
set of all h E C such that (h - 7’) is invertible in 9(B); the set sp(T) -= Cp( T) 
is called the spectrum of T. The transpose tT of T is the function s’ t ,x’ + 7 
of E’ into E’; ‘T E L?(E’) and satisfies the equations (x, t7k’ = \’ TX, .\‘I > 
for x E E, X’ E E’. One sees that sp(T) == sp(‘T). 7’ is a projectio?z if it is an 
idempotent in the algebra 5?(E). 
Let E be a vector space. If  p is a semi-norm on I<, we will denote by I!‘,‘p 
the factor space E/N where N is the nullspace ofp. A filter base on a topo- 
logical vector space will be called bounded if it contains a bounded set. 
A Michael algebra [12] IS a topological algebra .d such that there exists 
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in .d consisting of convex, 
idempotent (GG C G) sets. Equivalently, .d is a Ylichael algebra if it is a 
locally convex space and the set of continuous multiplicative 
(P(V) G P@) P(Y)) semi-norms on ,rd is cofinal in the set of all continuous 
semi-norms on .~2’. I f  .d is an algebra and T,, is a topology on -n/, let m(~,,) 
be the supremum of topologies 7 on .d such that 7 C T,, and (~1, r) is a nichael 
algebra. Note that (~1, m(7J) is a Michael algebra. 
For a nonempty open subset Q of C the algebra P(Q) of complex-valued 
functions holomorphic on Q will be endowed with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of Q. A holomorphic function over K E JZ 
is a function holomorphic on some neighborhood of K. Two holomorphic 
functions f and g over K are equivalent i f f  , Q = g ~ 0 for some neighborhood 
& of K. The set .X(K) f  q o e uivalence classes of functions holomorphic 
over K is considered as an algebra in the natural way. When endowed with 
the “van Hove topology” (the inductive limit topology induced by the natural 
mappings of .X(Q) into Z(K)), S(K) is a topological algebra with unit 1. 
The symbol X(X E C) will denote the element hl of X(K); the symbol z, the 
identity function of C onto itself considered as an element of X(K). Simil- 
arly, for h E CK, the function #n defined by the equation #,&z) -= l/(X - Z) 
is the inverse of (/\ - z) in X(K). The basic properties of Z’(Q) and X(K) 
are discussed in [I 81. 
For n E N u {‘x)) we will consider the algebra C?(P) [resp. C”(R)] [resp. 
C’*(d) for d an interval in RJ [resp. C”(Tl)] of n-times continuously differ- 
entiable functions on R* [resp. R] [resp. d] [resp. T1] with the topology of 
uniform convergence of a function and its derivatives on compact subsets of 
Rz [resp. on compact subsets of R] [rcsp. on compact subsets of d] [resp. 
on Tl]. All of these algebras are Michael algebras. 
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1. THE DILATION THEOREMS 
In this section we prove two general theorems asserting the existence of 
dilations of families of operators on a normed space. The second theorem will 
be used to characterize generalized subscalar operators in Section 2. 
Before stating the first theorem we introduce the notations which will be 
used in the proof. Let J&’ be an algebra, E a vector space, and U a linear 
mapping of J&’ into Z*(E). Define functions w, (for each a E &) and w 
from the tensor product ,G?’ @ E into E by 
wa (c b, Orlj = c way,, w (c b, OYjj = c U(b,)y, . 
These functions are well-defined since (b, y) -+ U(b) y and (b, y) + U(ab) y 
(a E &) are bilinear mappings of &’ x E into E. Note that if d has a unit 1, 
then w = wr . If N is a subspace of .d @ E, a E &, and x E E, then the 
symbol a & x will denote the coset of a @ x in (~2 @ E)/N. 
DEFINITION. Let E be a normed space, d an algebra endowed with a 
topology, and U a continuous linear mapping of & into Z’(E). An object 
(Z?, i, P, V) is called a dilution of U if l? is a Banach space, i is a linear bicon- 
tinuous injection of E into I?, P is a bounded projection of E onto the closure 
of i(E), and V is a continuous representation of J&’ into 9(e) such that 
PV(u) i = iU(u) for every a E &. A dilation (& i, P, V) is called minimal 
if {V(a) ix : a E ,sl, x E E} is total in i?. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let E be u normed space, JZZ a normed algebra, and U u 
continuous linear mapping of & into 2’(E). Let (uJ,,,~ be a bounded net in RJ’ 
such that, for any x E E, b E sl, 
l)y U(uJ x = x, and $2 U(uAb) x = U(b) x. 
Then there exists a minimal dilution (E, i, P, V) of U having the following 
properties : 
(1.1.1) limAEn V(u,) = I strongly in 9(E); 
(1.1.2) for b E &, V(b) i = iU(b) if and only if U(ab) = U(u) U(b) for 
evetyaE2zl; 
(1.1.3) for b E ~2, V(b) = 0 ifund on& if U(ubc) = 0 for every a E -c4, c E &; 
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(1.1.4) zj .9 is a bounded jilter base on ti such that 
lim,,,--uP,,.u~.,,cn~1 I U(abc)x~~ = 0 
for every I\ E E, then lim, F’ = 0 strongly in L?(E); 
(1.1.5) Ii VI/ < 1, Ii PIl < u211 u/l and x <~lii(x)il Go211 UllIlxil for 
every x E E, where u = supnsn /I uA jj . 
PROOF. Define a semi-norm p on SS! @ E by 
P(t) = ,;g II %7(t) II Y a, 
and let E be the completion of (~2 @ E)/p. For every x E E, the net 
04 6 XhE” is Cauchy in I!! since 
II %a 0 x - %’ 6 3”” II G ,p& II W% - 4 x II + ,;zl II ww - 4 x II * 
Therefore we can define i(x) = lim,,, uA 6 x for x E E. 
Before defining P and V we first establish several properties of l? and i. 
ForanyxEE, bE&, t=Cbj@y,E&@E, 
(1) II b 6 x II d g SUP~~,~~~~.~~~~~~~ II VW * II < (5 II u II II b II II x II , 
(2) II x II < c II w II d D2 II u II II x II 7 
(3) II 4) II G 4th II 44 II < II b ilAth 
(4) PE bbj Ori) d II b II p(t)> 
(5) II i4t) II < a2 II U lip(t). 
PROOF OF (1): 
The second inequality is obvious. 
PROOF OF (2): 
u II w II = 0 ye? ,,y$, II u&d $2 II 3 CJ ,,yl !,1: II U(4 x II 
= u li”;v)* II %4 x II 3 y$ II Y%) x II a, 
2 ljE,7: II w4 x II = II x II * 
The second inequality is obvious. 
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PROOF OF (3): The fact that Ij wb(t) 11 < 11 b lip(t) is obvious. 
II 40 II = t,:: II w&) II G s-$ II % IIP(4 = dt)* 
PROOF OF (4): Using (3), 
Now (5) follows easily from (2) and (3). 
By (3) w [resp. wb(b E &)I induces a linear continuous mapping 
B [resp. i3,] from (& @ E)/p into E such that &(a 6 x) = w(a @ X) 
[resp. Gb(a 6 X) = wb(a @ x)] for each a E d, x E E. Since 
& E =q(d 0 -q/p), i6 can be extended to P E Z”(8) such that 
II P II = II & II < II i II II 62 II G 2 II u II 
by (5). For C b, @yj E d @ E, b E d define V(b) on (d @ E)/p 
By (4) V(b) is well-defined and can be extended to Z(E). Also, 
II WJ) II G II b II . 
We now show that (& i, P, V) is a minimal dilation of U satisfying condi- 
tions (1.1.1) through (1.1.5). First, (assuming that Q has been extended to a 
mapping of e into the completion of E) note that, for x E E, 
i&(x) = l$y U(u,) x = x 
so that i is injective and i-l = i3 1 i(E) which is continuous by (3). A simple 
calculation now shows that P is a projection of I!? into the closure of i(E). 
Writing Pi = i&i = i one sees that P is the identity on i(E) and, therefore, by 
continuity, on the closure of i(E). V is clearly a continuous representation of 
JZZ into -Ep(,!?) with II V II < 1. Since PV(a) i = ii3V(u) i = i&,i = iU(a), 
(I?, i, P, V) is a dilation of U; (Z?, i, P, V) is minimal since the vector space 
spanned by {V(u) i(x) : a E @‘, x E E} is (JCZ @ E)/p which is clearly dense 
in E. 
PROOF OF (1.1.1): For b E: d, x E E, 
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and therefore lim,,,,( V(UJ y = y for y E (LX? @ .5)/p. To complete the proof, 
use the density of (A? @ E)/p in E. 
PROOF OF (1.1.2): If U(ab) = U(a) U(b) for every a E &‘, then, for any 
x E E, 
V(b) ix - iU(b) x I/ = hi ,sujcl jl U(abu,) x - U(UU,) U(b) x /I 
= hi 11 U(ubuJ x - U(au,b) x 11 = 0. 
Therefore V(b) i = iU(b). The converse is clear. 
PROOF OF (1 .1.4): Using (1) and the fact that /j V /I < 1, 
II %4 (b 0 4 II d /I a II fJ sup 11 U(ubc) x 11 for xEE,u,bEd. 
llall$l,llcll<1 
Therefore lim,,, V(u) y = 0 for y E (~2 @ E)/p. The rest follows from the 
fact that .F is a bounded filter base and that (J%’ @ E)/p is dense in E. 
PROOF OF (1 .1.3): If U(ubc) = 0 for every a E &, c E ~2, then, by 
(1.1.4), V(b) x = lim,,7 V(d) x = 0 where 9 = {{b}). 
REMARK. The proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that any dilation satisfying 
(1.1.4) satisfies (1.1.3). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E be a normed space, & a Michael algebra, and U a 
continuous linear mapping of & into Y(E). Let (u,),,,, be a bounded net in .& 
and suppose that there exists a continuous semi-norm p on ~2 such that, for 
any x E E, b E &, 
lim sup (1 U(uuA - a) x 11 = lim sup )/ U(uu,b - ab) x 11 = 0, 
AEA p(a)<1 AEA P(O)< 1 
lim U(u,) x = x, 
&A 
and v~:: U(u,b) x = U(b) x. 
Then there exists a minimal dilation of U having properties (1.1. l), (1.1.2), and 
(1.1.3) of Theorem 1.1. 
PROOF. There exists a continuous multiplicative semi-norm q >p on 
ZZ’ and a number M > 0 such that 11 U(u) /I < Mq(a) for every a E LZZ. 
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Letting z,A be the canonical homomorphism of &’ onto a/q, there is a unique 
continuous linear mapping W from d/q into 9(E) such that U = W#. 
It is easy to see that W satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 (with uA 
replaced by #(u,)). Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, there exists a minimal 
dilation (J!?, i, P, I’) of W satisfying (1.1 .I), (1.1.2), and (1.1.3). Simple cal- 
culation now shows that (E, i, P, Vt,b) is a minimal dilation of I/ satisfying 
these three conditions. 
REMARKS. (i) Theorem 1.1 was discovered by C. Ionescu Tulcea [5]. 
The proof presented here was suggested by the proof of Theorem 1 in [16]. 
(ii) The dilation constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.2 has the following 
property: if F is a bounded filter base on J&’ such that 
for every x E E, b E &, then lim,, V = 0 strongly in Y(E). 
PROPOSITION I .l. Let A?’ be a commutative algebra endowed with a topo- 
logy, E a normed space, and U a continuous linear mapping of xl into 9(E). 
Suppose that U has the following property: if b E JS? is such that U(ab) = 0 
for ewery a E d, then U(b) = 0. (In particular, U has this property if there 
exists a net (u,),,, in J.X! such that limAEn U(u,b) = U(b) weakly for every 
b E ,Ce.) Then, every minimal dilation of U satisfying (1.1.2) satisfies (1.1.3). 
PROOF. Suppose that (& i, P, V) is a minimal dilation of U having pro- 
perty (1.1.2). Let b E d such that U(ab) = 0 for every a E d. Then U(b) = 0 
so that U(ab) = 0 = U(a) U(b) for every a E &‘. Hence, by (1.1.2), 
V(b) i = iU(b) = 0. One then concludes that V(b) V(a) i = V(a) V(b) i = 0 
for every a E &; i.e., V(b) = 0 on {V(a) ix = a.E d, x E E}. Thus, by 
minimality, V(b) = 0. 
Whether Proposition 1.1 is valid if A? is not commutative is not known. 
The converse of Proposition 1.1 is false as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE. Let I? = C,(N*) and let E be the set of all x E E such that 
x(2n + 1) = x(2n + 2) for all n EN. Define a projection P of Z? onto E 
by the equations 
(Px) (2n + 1) = (Px) (2n + 2) = x(2n + 1) 
for n E N. Let JZZ = Cm(N*), and, for a E ~2, x E ,!?, V(a) x(n) = a(n) x(n) 
ifnisoddand V(a)x(n) =a(n + 1) ( ) f x n i n is even. Then V is a continuous 
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representation of & into Y(E). If we define i to be the injection of E into I? 
and U(a) = PV(a) ( E for a E &, then (6, i, P, V) is a minimal dilation of CT 
satisfying (1.1.3) but not (1 .I .2). (E, i, P, P) is minimal since the vector 
space spanned by (V( a x : a E &, .Y E E} contains X(N*). To verify that ) 
the dilation does not satisfy (1.1.2) ‘t 1 is enough to observe that U is a repre- 
sentation, but that there exist a E J$ such that U(a) f V(a) 1 E; to verify 
that the dilation satisfies (1.1.2) one need only observe that U(a) = 0 if and 
only if U(U) = 0 for all odd n E N*. 
2. GENERALIZED SUBSCALAR OPERATORS 
In this section we define and characterize generalized subscalar operators. 
We begin with some definitions, most of which are taken from [13]. 
A commutative algebra ~2 together with a family (&K)KER of ideals of &’ 
and, for each K ES, a bilinear map (p, a) -+ v x Ku of X?(K) x &K 
into J&‘~ is called a distributional system if 
(1) dd = 8% &KnL = &Kn&Lforever-yKfzSi,LE52; 
(2) if KESi, LER, and KCL, then g,xKa=g,xLu for every 
q E=q-q, a E -@fK; 
(3) for any K E R, a E dK, b E dK, y E X(K), 4 E Z(K), 
(~4) x Ku = v x K(# x Ku), F x K(ub) = (9’ x ,+z) b, and 1 x Ka = a. 
The subscript K on x K will be omitted since, by (2), no ambiguity can result. 
For a distributional system & and K E 3, an element u E & is a K-unit 
if ua = a for every a E dK. The set of K-units of & will be denoted by 
‘i’LK. For 5’ C R2 define 
&.S= u &KY a’s = (-) @K; 
K&(S) K&(S) 
write also -01, = 9Zc . An element u E & is one over S C R2 if u E %o 
for some neighborhood Q of S. A distributional system & is called separating 
if, for any K E si and any neighborhood Q of K, eK n -01, f +; d is 
modular if, for any closed subset F of R2 and any u E d one over F, 
a - ua E &cF for every a E dc . 
Let E be a Banach space, &’ a distributional system, and U a linear mapping 
of &’ into T(E). A net (u,),,~ of elements of dc is an approximate identity 
for U if the net ( U(uJXGn converges simply to I in 9(E) and, for any a E &, 
the net ( WWM converges simply to U(a). U is an d-spectral mapping if 
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(1) there exists an approximate identity for U, and (2) for every K E si 
UE-QfK, the mapping v-+ U(v x a) of X(K) into 9(E) is continuous; 
U is an &-scalar mapping for T E Z(E) if, in addition, U(z x a) = U(a) T 
for every a E &, . An d-spectral mapping which is also a representation 
is called an d-spectral representation. 
If U is a linear mapping of a distributional system & into 9(E) and F 
is a closed subset of R2, one says that U is supported by F if U(u) = I and 
U(W) = U(a) for every a E & and every u E & which is one over F. By 
the same method used to prove Proposition 2.1, (1) of [13] one proves 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let @’ be a modular distributional system, U an &- 
spectral mapping, and F a closed subset of R2. If  U(a) = 0 for every a E &cF, 
then U is supported by F. 
DEFINITION. Let J$ be a distributional system, E a Banach space, and 
T E 9(E). A linear function m of & into E is called a mapping associated 
with T if (1) for every K E fi, a E dK, the mapping v --+ m(v x a) of 
Z(K) into E is continuous, and (2) for every a E dC , m(z x a) = Tm(a). 
REMARKS. 1. An &-spectral mapping U is an &‘-scalar mapping for T 
if and only if, for every x’ E E’, the function a -+ tU(a) x’ is a mapping 
associated with tT. 2. This concept was first introduced by E. Bishop [l]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If  m is a mapping associated with T, then m(u) = 0 for 
eve.9 a E ~thm) . 
PROOF. Supposing that a E J$‘~ with K n sp( T) = 4, define Y : C -+ E 
by r(h) = (X - T)-l m(a) if h E p(T) and Y(A) = m(h x a) if h E CK. To 
see that Y is well-defined, write 
m(cjA x a) = (A - T)-l (A - T) m(#A x a) 
= (A - T)-l m((A - z) x (CA x u)) = (A - T)-l m(a) 
for X E p(T) n CK. Since X -+ $,, is an analytic function of CK into X(K), 
Y  is an entire function vanishing at CO. Thus r = 0, and therefore m(u) = 0. 
COROLLARY. Let ~2 be a modular separating distributional system, E a 
Banach space, and U an d-scalar mapping for T G 9(E). Then U is sup- 
ported by sp( T). 
PROOF. By Proposition 2.2 and Remark 1 above, tU(a) = 0 for every 
a E -OZcsp(r) . The result now follows easily. 
As a consequence of this Corollary, if u E &c is one over sp(T), 
409!24/2-8 
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T = U(Z x u); if, in addition, U is a representation, TU(a) = U(a) T for 
every a E LY. 
Let E be a Banach space and .z?’ a distributional system. T E S(E) is 
called an d-scalar operator if there exists an &‘-scalar representation for T. 
T is &‘-subscalar if there exists a Banach space 6, a linear bicontinuous 
injection i of E into E, a continuous projection P of E onto i(E) and a d-scalar 
operator T E 9(B) such that pi = iT. The object (&?, i, P, T) is called an 
&‘-scalar extension of T. If no confusion is possible, we will refer “by abuse 
of language” to “the d-scalar extension T” rather than to “the d-scalar 
extension (8, i, P, T).” 
A topology r on a distributional system zl is called admissable if, for any 
KER, aESgK, the mapping 9) -+ p x a of Z(K) into & is continuous. 
The jinal topology, rf , on JY is the finest admissable topology on -Qz; the 
jinal Michael topology, 7, , on &’ is defined to be m(~~) (see Introduction). 
Let r be an admissable topology on a distributional system & and E a 
Banach space. A linear function U of & into 2’(E) is a (,Sa, ?-)-spectral 
mapping if (1) there exists an approximate identity for U, and (2) U is T-con- 
tinuous. One then defines (~2, r)-spectral representation, (&, T)-scalar 
mapping [representation] for T E 9(E), (d, 7)-scalar operator, and (JJ, T)- 
subscalar operator in the natural way. 
REMARK. Using the Corollary to Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 2 to 
Proposition 4.2 in [13] one sees that, for T E 9(E), the following assertions 
are equivalent: (1) T is an &-scalar [resp. &-subscalar] operator; (2) T is a 
(&‘, r)-scalar [resp. (&, T)-subscalar] operator for some admissable topology 
r on -02; (3) T is an (&‘, rf)-scalar [resp. (-02, T,)-subscalar] operator; (4) T is 
an (~2, r&scalar [resp. (J&‘, r,)-subscalar] operator. 
Suppose now that & is a distributional system endowed with an admissable 
topology T, E is a Banach space, and T E 8(E) is an (d, r)-subscalar operator. 
Let b(T; &‘, T) be the class of all objects (& i, P, T, V) such that (E, i, P, If) 
is an (&, r)-scalar extension of T and V is an (&, r)-scalar representation 
for T. If e, = (& , ii , PI , p1 , V,) and es = (Es, i2, Pz , rf, , V,) are 
elements of b(T; zJ, T) write e, < es if there exists a bicontinuous linear 
injection j of i?r into .& such that 
V-9 
iz = ii1 , jP, = Pzj 
i~da) = V&)j for every aEz2. 
The last of these equations implies that jTr = Tsj. One says that e, and es 
are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism (in the category of topological 
vector spaces) j of $ onto i?, such that Eqs. (6) are satisfied. An element 
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e E cF(7’; d, T) is minimal if e, E b(T, JZ?, T) and e, < e imply e, is equivalent 
to e. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T E Y(E) b e an (&, r)-subscalar operator and let 
e = (I!?, i, P, T, V) be an element of B( T; ~2, T). Then e is minimal in &( T; sY, T) 
;f and only if { V(a) ix : a E .ti, x E E} is total in 8. 
PROOF. Supposing e minimal, let E1 be the closed subspace of 8 spanned 
by (V(a) ix : a E &, x E E). Since E1 3 i(E) and is invariant under each 
V(a) (a E &), el = (& , i, P I I& , T / E1 , W) (W(a) = V(a) I I$) is an 
element of b(T; ZZ’, T) and e, < e. Consequently, e, is equivalent to e; this 
implies that J!? = .& . 
To prove the converse assertion suppose {V(a) ix : a E -Fe, x E E} total in Z?. 
Let e, E J?( T; .&‘, T) with e, < e and j : J!?~ --f E be a bicontinuous linear 
injection satisfying Eqs. (6). For any a E d, x E E, V(a) ix = jV,(a) i,x 
and therefore j($) contains the vector space spanned by {V(a) ix : a E -01, 
x E E}. One now concludes that j is an isomorphism; hence the result. 
One calls an (&‘, T)-Scalar extension (& , i, P, p) of T minimal if there 
exists an (&‘, T)-scalar representation V for rf such that ($ , i, P, 3: V) is 
minimal in b(T; &, T). By Proposition 2.3 the (G?, T)-Scalar extension p of 
T is minimal if and only if there exists an (-c9, T)-scalar representation V for 
i’ such that {V( a ix : a E -02, x G E} is total in l?. Two consequences of this ) 
fact should be noted. (1) For any (&‘, T)-subscalar operator, there exists a 
minimal (&, T)-scalar extension. (2) The definition of minimality given 
here coincides with the definitions given in [5] and [14]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let CQI be a modular separating distributional system, T  an 
admissable topology on &, E a Ban& space, and T E S?(E). Then T is 
(&, r)-subscalar ;f and only ;f there exists an (&‘, m(T))-scalar mapping for T. 
PROOF. Supposing that T is (&, T)-subscalar, let (8, i, P, rf, V) be an 
element of b(T, &, T), and define u(a) = i-lPV(a) i for a E LX!. (U(a) is 
well-defined since i is injective and P maps ,!? into i(E).) U is clearly linear. 
Any approximate identity for V is an approximate identity for U. V is 
m(T)-continuous by Proposition 4.2 in [I31 and therefore so is U. For any 
a E dc , 
U(z x a) = i-‘PV(z x u) i = iSPV(a) Y&’ = i-‘PV(a) iT = U(a) T. 
Conversely, let u be an (&, m(T)) -scalar mapping for T and let u0 E JJZ~ 
be one over sp(T). By the Corollary to Proposition 2.2 U(u,) = I and 
U(u,a) = U( a ) f or every a E ~2. Therefore, by Theorem 1.2 (take n = (0)) 
there exists a minimal dilation (& i, P, V) of U having properties (1 .l.l), 
(1.1.2), and (1.1.3). If b E JZ’C~~(~), then ab EsYc~~(T) for every a E d; it 
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follows from (1.1.3) that V(b) = 0. Thus V is supported by sp( T). By Prop- 
osition 4.2 in [13] V is an (&, T)-spectral representation. 
We now claim that, with p = V(z x u,), (E, i, P, T) is a minimal (&, T)- 
scalar extension of T. For any a E -d, , 
V(x x a) = V((z x a) UJ = v&z x U”) a) = V(u) T 
so that Y is an (a, T)-scalar representation for p. For any a E A’ 
U(a(z x a+,)) = U(z x (uuJ) = U(uu,) T = U(u) T = U(a) U(u,) T 
= U(a) U(x x UJ. 
By (1.1.2), Ti = V(z x u,,) i = iU(z x us) = iT. Thus we have shown that 
(E, i, P, p) is an (~2, T)-scalar extension of T. (& i, P, T) is minimal by 
Proposition 2.3. 
COROLLARY 1. Let &’ be a modular separating distributional system, E a 
Bunach space, and T E S(E). Then T is YQZ-subscalar if and only if there exists 
an (&‘, T,)-scalar mapping for T. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.1 and the remark after the definition of (&‘, T)- 
subscalar operator, each of these assertions is equivalent to the assertion that 
T is (d, T,,,)-subscalar. 
COROLLARY 2. Let d be a modular separating distributional system endowed 
with an admissable topology 7, E a Bunuch space, and T E 9(E) an (&‘, T)- 
subscalar operator. Then there exists a minimal (J#‘, r)-scalar extension T of T 
such that sp( T) C sp( T). 
PROOF. Let 7J be an (~2, m(T))-scalar mapping for T and let (&, i, P, V) 
be a minimal dilation of U satisfying conditions (I. 1. l), (1.1.2), and (1.1.3) 
of Theorem 1.1. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, p = V(z x u,,) is a minimal 
( JZJ, T)-scalar extension of T, and V is supported by sp( T). By Proposition 
3.1 of [13], sp(T)Csp(T). 
3. LIMIT THEOREMS 
In this section we prove that, with certain restrictions, the strong limit of a 
net of generalized scalar operators is a generalized subscalar operator. The 
methods are analogs of those of Bishop [l]. 
Let ~2 be a distributional system and N an absorbing subset of &. For 
a E ~2 define 
11 a IIN = inf 1s > 0 : (4) ENI . 
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If m is a linear mapping of JZZ’ into a Banach space, let 
II m Ih = 2~ II 44 II . 
THEOREM 3.1. Let JG’ be a distributional system endowed with an admissable 
topoZogy, E a Banach space, and ( TJhen a net of linear operators on E converging 
strongly to T E A?(E). Suppose that, for each X E A, mA : .x2 -+ E’ is a mapping 
associated with tTA and that m E 2(&‘, E’) is such that 
(3.1.1) c = sup /j m, jjN < co 
AEn 
for some absorbing set NC A?‘, and for every a E ~2~ , x E E, 
(3.1.2) $ <x, m&D = (x, m(4). 
Then m is a mapping associated with tT. 
PROOF. ForeveryKEA,aE&‘K, the mapping v -+ m(9) x a) of S(K) 
into E is continuous by the continuity of m. Now let x E E, a E ~2~ , and 
s > 0 such that (a/s) E N. Then 
I <x, tTm(a)> - (3, m(z x a)> I 
= I <TX, 44 - (x9 m(x x 4) I G I 6% m(a)> - (TX, m&4> I 
+ I <TX, m&4) - (TAx, m&l) I + I (TAxy m&4> - <x, m(x x 4) I . 
To complete the proof we need only show that each of the three terms on the 
right side of this inequality converge to 0. For the first and third terms use 
condition (3.1.2); in the third term note that 
<T,G, m&4> = (x, tTAmA(a)) = 0, m& x a)>. 
For the second term write 
I G% md4) - <TAX, 44) I < II TX - TAX II II m,+(a) II
< cs 11 TX - T,x // . 
We have therefore proved that tTm(a) = m(r x u). 
For a distributional system &, an admissable topology 7 on &, an absorb- 
ing subset N of &‘, a positive number c, and a Banach space E, we define 
9N,C(~, T; E) to be the set of (sz’, T)-scalar operators T E 9(E) such that 
there exists an (~2, T)-scalar representation V for T with II V IIN < c. In the 
proof of the next theorem, we will use the topology on -Ep( -c4, S’(E)) generat- 
ed by the semi-norms 
u -+ I <x, W x’> I 
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for x E E, a E .zY, x’ E E’. In this topology (U E 9(,01, L?(E’)) : j( U IIN < c} 
is compact. 
THEOREM. 3.2. Suppose that & is a modular distributional system and that 
r is an admissable vector space topology on A? with the following property: 
there exists a sequence (u ,. ) 7EN* of elements of dC such that u, E%~(~) for awry 
Y EN* and {r(u, - u,,) x & : Y EN*, I' EN*} is bounded in the topology 7. 
If  E is a Banach space and T E 9(E) is in the strong closure of YN,C(&, 7; E) 
for some neighborhood N of 0 in A? and some c > 0, then there exists an m(T)- 
continuous linear mapping U of sz? into Y(E’) having the following properties: 
(3.2.1) for each x’ E E’, the mapping a -+ U(a) x’ is a mapping associated 
with tT; 
(3.2.2) U is supported by sp(T). 
PROOF. Let (T,JheA be a net in YN,,(zZ, 7; E) converging strongly to T 
and, for each h E A, let VA be an (&‘, T)-scalar representation for T such that 
(1 VA IIN < c. Suppose, for the remainder of the proof, that d is endowed 
with the topology m(T). By Lemma 4.1 of [13] the mapping a -+ tVA(u) from 
&+ into 9(E) is m(7)-continuous. 
Let U be a cluster point of (tVA),,A in the topology on 9(&, 9(E)) 
described above; we can assume that U is the limit of the net (tVr)AE,, . 
Property (3.2.1) follows from Theorem 3.1 and Remark 1 after the definition 
of mapping associated with T. 
To prove property (3.2.2) let (u,),,~* be a sequence of elements of s4, 
as described in the statement of the theorem. There exists s > 0 such that 
st$,, x (u,. - u,.,) EN for every P E N*, Y' E N*, and therefore 
SY II ~A(hl x (Ur - w>) II d c for every AEA. 
Hence, for any x E E, r EN*, Y’ E N*, 
II Vn(% - U/)X II = II VA(Z x $0 x (% - U/N x II 
= II ~A(&, x (u, - ~1) TAX II 
d II ~,(A, x (ur - w)) II II T,,x II B ;(I1 TX II + 1) 
for “A large.” 
Now let x E E, x’ E E’, E > 0 be arbitrary. Choose r EN* so that r 2 l/e 
and sp(T) is contained in the interior of B(r). Let h E A such that 
and 
I (x, tV&r) x’ - U(%) x’> I < E 
II v~@r - w> x II G f (II TX II + 1) for all r’ E N*. 
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Then choose Y’ E N* so that VA(+) = I (for example, so that sp( TJ is 
contained in the interior of B(r’)). One concludes that 
I (x, U(%) x’ - x’> I < I (x, U(%) x’ - tvA(%) x’> I 
+ I (x, tvA(% - UC) x’) I + I (2, tvdw) x’ - x’) I 
G E + ; (II TX II + 1) II x’ II 
d (1 + t (II TX II + 1) II 2’ II) e. 
If u E & is one over sp( T), U(u) = U(U,.) by (3.2.1), Proposition 2.2, and 
the modularity of .rJ. From the above calculations one deduces that U(u) = I. 
The proof of the fact that U(w) = U(a) for every u E & one over sp(T) 
is similar to the above. One uses the inequality 
1 (x, U(U#z) x’ - U(a) x’) 1 < I (x, U(u,u) x’ - V&,u) x’) 1 
+ I (x, tvA(u, - v) tVA(4 x’> I + I (x9 “V,(a) x’ - w> x’> I * 
COROLLARY [7]. Let E be a re$exike Bunuch space, und let (~4, T) be us 
in Theorem 3.2. If T E P(E) is in the strong closure of YN,,(sd, 7; E) for some 
neighborhood IV of 0 in d and some c > 0, then T is (s?, T)-subsculu~. 
PROOF. Let U be as in the conclusion of Theorem 3.2. The function 
a + v-ltU(u) v (v the canonical isomorphism of E onto E”) is an (&, m(T))- 
scalar mapping for T. The result now follows from Theorem 2.1. 
REMARKS. (i) The mapping U constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.2 
is supported by the closure of u AE,, sp( TJ. (ii) Many distributional 
systems have the property described in Theorem 3.2. In particular the exam- 
ples listed on p. 179 of [9] h ave this property. If d = ..&, and G’ has a unit 1, 
then J&’ has this property (take u, = 1). Consequently Examples 3 through 6 
of [13], as well as Example 2 when S is bounded, have this property. 
We now procede to prove that, for some of the distributional systems 
mentioned above, every &-subscalar operator with “small spectrum” is 
d-scalar. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let csl and af’ be semi-topological &ebrus, and let 
u E Lz(d, &!zq. suppo se there exists a total set T C aI such that 
U(st) = U(s) U(t) f or every s E T, t E T. Then U is a representation. 
The proof of this proposition will be omitted since it is trivial. 
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COROLLARY. Let &’ be a separating modular distributional system endowed 
with an admissable topology 7. Suppose & has a unit 1 E s$(K E R) and that 
{((p - z>n $,ln2) x 1 : p E C, h E CK, n E N, m EN} 
is tota in (A?, m(7)). Th en every (&, r)-subscalar operator with spectrum 
contained in K is (d, r)-scalar. I f  
{(p - z)” x 1 : p e C, n E NJ 
is total in (&‘, m(T)), then every (sJ, T)-subscalar operator is (&, r)-scalar. 
PROOF. Let T E 9(E) be (&, T)-subscalar, and let U be an (&, m(T))- 
scalar mapping for T. For any a E -Qz, U(.z x a) = U(a) T so that, 
U(.z x 1) = T. One concludes by induction that 
U(a((p - z)% x 1)) = U((p - z>” x a) = U(a) (p - T)” 
= U(a) U((p - z)” x 1) 
for any a E ~2, p E C, n E N. From the fact that a = #A” x ((A - x>” x a) 
one concludes 
U(a(&,,n x 1)) = U(a) (A - T)-” = U(a) U(#An x 1) 
for a E &, h E CK, n E N. By Proposition 3.1 U is a representation; since 
m(7) C 7, U is T-continuous, and therefore T is (&‘, T)-scalar. 
EXAMPLES. 1. Let A be a compact interval in R and n E N u {co}. By 
[ll, Lemma 2.11 every C”(d)-subscalar operator is C”(d)-scalar. The result 
also holds if d is replaced by R. 
2. Let y be a @-curve [I l] (n EN u {a}). By [ll, Lemma 1.11 every 
C”(y)-subscalar operator with spectrum contained in y(T1) is C”(y)-scalar. 
Note that the assumption on the spectrum is essential. 
By combining the Corollary to Theorem 3.2 with the above examples one 
proves 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let E be a reJEexive Banach space, T E 9(E) 
n E N u {co}, and c > 0. (1) If T is in the strong closure of YM,,(Cn(R); E) for 
some nezkhborhood N of 0 in C?(R), then T is C”(R)-scalar. (2) If y is a CVurve, 
T is in the strong closure of 9N,c(Cn(y); E) for some neighborhood N of 0 in 
C”(y), and sp( T) C y( Tl), then T is C”(y)-scaZar. 
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